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Press Release 

The "Death Rather than Humiliation" Conflict with the Tyrant of Ash-Sham is 

Like the Bellows, Banishes the Bad Odour of the Dirty Money from the 

Supporters and Manifests the Sweet Scent of the Truthful Sincere 

(Translated) 

After the supporters’ money extinguished the flame of battles in Horan; and the 

freezing of fighting fronts with the regime dominated the scene in the south for a 

protracted period of time on our people in Syria, to the extent that one surmised 

Horan, the cradle of the revolution, had abandoned its revolution; and stopped 

championing its brothers, and that reconciliation and negotiations with the regime on 

the American political solution became its doom ... 

The battle of "Death Rather than Humiliation", that was announced by Al-Bonyan 

al-Marsous Operation Room in Daraa on 12th February, came to turn the tables on the 

schemes of the supporters with the dirty money, and the sincere fighters moved in 

masses into Daraa; racing to participate in the long-awaited battle. Since the people 

of Ash-Sham longed for battles that have sovereign decision, self-planning and 

autonomous backing; away from the supporters’ control and their links. 

So, a picture appeared that was seen by many; where the fighters turned on their 

leaders who they are associated with, and violated the orders of the supporters, in a 

scene that proves that the weightiness and the decision holders are the people of the 

country and not the states and their tools and money. 

As for the position of the states; it was the hatred and hostility for this fight, for 

they have tried to prevent it; as several strong factions withdrew before the battle and 

then attempted to fail it by preventing arming it ... and exercised heavy pressure to 

stop it. Many people witnessed their acts, at a time when the Jordanian regime closed 

its borders in the face of those wounded in the battle; refusing to provide treatment for 

them and let them bleed to death while it (the Jordanian regime) opens its airspace, 

so that the planes of the criminal regime and Russia cross its borders; enabling them 

to maneuver freely; to target our people in Horan... But all that did not deter the 

resolve of the sincere from persisting and fighting, and so was Allah’s victory to them. 

So, they liberated most of al-Manshiyya strategic neighborhood, which faces the 

areas where the regime is found, putting it in the range of its fire, which made the 

regime to transgress in fighting and bombing it and increase in destroying it. 

As for the supporter’s malicious money; the Mujahideen had discarded it even if it 

is a lot, and instead they contented themselves with the good money of the public 

even if its little, the public support sprung to generously collect the alms; and despite 

its limitations, it is more plentiful and blessed than the millions of dollars from states... 
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O Militant Factions in the Land of Ash-Sham: for so long we have been putting 

in your hands that the supporting states do not want you to triumph over the regime; 

nor to topple it and establish the state of Islam in its place ... and that the states’ way 

over you is the support they provide to you, in order for you to march with your people 

with them; and enable them after all these sacrifices to reproduce the criminal regime 

once again; through the negotiation channels to establish the American political 

solution they offer you ... So, turn your backs on their support; and turn away from 

them. Reform what is between you and your public support; and follow a single 

political project that unites you behind an aware and enlightened political leadership; 

that will lead you to topple the regime and establish on its ruins the State of Islam. 

And if you fear the cunning of those states, then here is Daraa in front of you, is not 

harmed by the plots of the supporters. 

O Sincere Fighters in the Land of Ash-Sham: you thought yourselves unable to 

violate the supporter’s orders; and you see yourselves, powerless to open a battle 

away from them, and now the battle of Daraa has proven the error of these 

perceptions ... We had put in your hands a precious advice since the onset of your 

Jihad ... and here we are repeating it to you once again... Put your hands in the hands 

of those like you; and choose your military leadership from those who have 

competence amongst you; and be content by the support of your public supporters; 

and sever all relations with countries; and march behind the political leadership of 

Hizb ut Tahrir on its political project; which will make you, with Allah’s permission, 

traverse the darkness of countries’ deceit and their conspiracies to you; and will take 

you to your objective for which you came out for; toppling the regime and establishing 

the system of Islam on its ruins. 

O Our People in Ash-Sham: You are the one who fail the schemes of the 

cunning states with your steadfastness on your objective throughout this period; and 

you are the supporters for your factions and the fighters among your sons; As you to 

correct their crookedness and make them follow the truth (Al-haqq); and you are the 

source of the support that was prescribed by Islam for our jihad. So, do not let your 

sons susceptible to the control of the supporting countries leading them to their doom 

by fighting each other; weakening them and allowing the regime to individualize them. 

So, draw near to your sons, the sincere fighters; and gather around them to protect, 

support, back and custody them; and walk with them on the project of Hizb ut Tahrir 

behind its political leadership to achieve your goals of toppling the regime and 

establish the rule of Islam. 

 ﴾وَاللّهُ غَالِبٌ عَلَى أمَْرِهِ وَلَكِنَّ أكَْثرََ النَّاسِ لاَ يَعْلَمُونَ ﴿

“And Allah is predominant over His affair, but most of the people do not 

know” [Yusuf: 21] 
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